Excellence in
Education Awards

About the

COMPETITION
The Excellence in Education Awards rewards educators and students who creatively use Apple technology
to bring learning to life. The awards celebrate excellence in leading students to critical thinking, innovation
and collaboration. 


Over the last 15 years we have had thousands of entries from a multitude of schools. Technology is playing 

a bigger role than ever before, our competition rewards the innovators in this educational evolution. 

We continue to recognise schools, teachers and students for their forward thinking and innovative
explorations in education.


All entries to be submitted on www.edexcellenceawards.co.za by 16 September 2022.



There are great prizes up for grabs 















iPad 9th Gen | 64GB | WIFI

2nd Gen

For further information, support, ideas or inspiration

please contact: education@istore.co.za

3rd Gen
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Curriculum challenge
YOUR CHALLENGE

JUDGING CRITERIA

Bring the curriculum to life through the integration and application of 21st century skills, Augmented Reality
and Apple technology. This category gives you the freedom to apply creativity across any area of the curriculum,
subjects and cross-curricular projects achieving various learning objectives.



Some ideas for your students: bring to life a favourite literary character, animate complex maths concepts,
demonstrate scientific phenomena or give languages a new reality. The options are endless.

 



JUDGING CRITERIA
First screen of the project must indicate curriculum area and learning objective
It is critical that projects creatively and originally explore curriculum and learning objectives
The project presentation should be of a high quality (minimal errors; project thoroughly edited; clear sound quality
and camera work)
Apple technology has been used effectively (made full use of the different elements of the app, and the features
of the device – Mac, iPad etc)
The message and learning outcome could not have been communicated effectively without Apple technology
(redefinition rather than substitution)
Students may submit either a video (max 4 min) or an eBook (max 20 pages), whichever best meets
the challenge to present their project
Individual and group projects (maximum of 4 students) can be submitted in this category.

categories
Grade 0 -

Grade 4 -

Grade 8 - 9

Grade 10 - 12

PRIZES
AirPods for winning students
and teachers.
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Artistic excellence

YOUR CHALLENGE

JUDGING CRITERIA

Tell us your story. There are no rules.

This category is for the artist in every student.



In this challenge, you have the opportunity to showcase your creativity by submitting a project that 

focuses on expression forms including drama, music or visual art. This challenge focuses on absolute creativity,
imagination and originality through use of Apple technology. 



For guidance and inspiration, explore Apple’s Everyone Can Create curriculum.

JUDGING CRITERIA
High level of artistic expression evident (drama, music, visual arts etc.).
High quality of the project presentation (minimal errors; project thoroughly edited; clear sound quality and
camera work).
Apple technology has been used in a way that has enhanced the artistic process (maximised features of apps
and hardware to showcase artistic elements).
The submission is creative, innovative and original.
Students may submit either a video (max 4 min) or an eBook (max 20 pages), whichever best meets
the challenge to present their project.
Individual and group projects (maximum of 4 students) can be submitted in this category.

categories

PRIZES

Grade 4 - 7

AirPods for winning students

Grade 8 -

and teachers.

Grade 10 - 12 
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App development

YOUR CHALLENGE

JUDGING CRITERIA

Coding continues to play an important and crucial role in our lives and in education.  
The language of code provides you with the opportunity to be creative and innovative in the design of apps.
Worldwide there is a huge demand for Computer Science graduates as well as the push 

for solving real world problems with the use of technology.   

We challenge you to tap into your entrepreneurial skills to create an original, functioning app. We encourage
you to use code to solve real world challenges whether they are personal or at home, at your school, 

your community or even the world.



For guidance and inspiration, explore Apple’s Develop in Swift curriculum.

JUDGING CRITERIA
Creativity, innovation and originality of the app – apps that are merely clones of other apps will be ranked lower.
Productivity of the app and how it serves its purpose (usefulness)
Design, user interface and functionality of the mobile app.
Overall quality of the app.
Your entry must be accompanied by a PDF of a description (max 500 words) on why you created the app,
its purpose and what problem it solves.
Individual and group projects (maximum of 4 students) can be submitted in this category.

categories

PRIZES

Grade 4 - 7

AirPods for winning students

Grade 8 - 12

and teachers.
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#MySA photography

YOUR CHALLENGE

JUDGING CRITERIA

What defines your South Africa? What defines you as a South African?



This category gives your students the freedom to use photography to depict what #MySA Photography 

means to them. They are challenged to use their iPad or iPhone camera to capture, edit and express what being 

South African means to them or what they love most about South Africa.

JUDGING CRITERIA
High level of artistic expression evident
Apple technology has been used (made full use of the different elements of photo editing apps). Photographs
must be taken with an iPad or iPhone.
The submission is creative, innovative and original
One entry per student (individual submissions only, not groups).
Submissions may not be more than 100MB.

categories
Grade 4 Grade 8 - 12

PRIZES
AirPods for winning students.
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Market my school

YOUR CHALLENGE

JUDGING CRITERIA

We want to hear what makes your school the best school. Students are challenged to create a movie 

promoting the uniqueness of their school to a global audience. 



For this challenge, students need to submit an iMovie project showcasing their school. 

Remember to explore the Apple’s #EveryoneCanCreate video curriculum for guidance and inspiration.

JUDGING CRITERIA
High level of originality and creativity evident
High quality of the project presentation (minimal errors; project thoroughly edited; clear sound quality and
camera work)
Apple technology has been used in a way that has enhanced the iMovie project (maximised features of apps
and hardware to showcase movie elements)
Students’ submissions may not be more than 2 minutes long
Individual and group projects (maximum of 4 students) can be submitted in this category.

categories

PRIZES

Grade 0 -

AirPods for winning students

Grade 4 -

and teachers.

Grade 8 - 12
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iTeacher

YOUR CHALLENGE

JUDGING CRITERIA

Over the past few years, there have been many shifts in teaching and learning. This has motivated teachers 

to be even more innovative and creative. We want to hear how you have used Apple technology to facilitate
these shifts. What have your challenges, solutions and successes been? Share your journey with us. 



The prestigious iTeacher category provides teachers with the opportunity to showcase how they have
continued to redefine teaching and learning by using Apple technology. This is not a single curriculum-based
project but rather demonstrates an ongoing process and approach of innovation whether it’s online 

or in the classroom.

JUDGING CRITERIA
Evidence that Apple technology has redefined teaching and learning in a sustainable way.
Evidence that it is not an isolated project but an ongoing process and approach of innovation in teaching use the Apple Teacher portfolio to assist you with this.
Evaluation of the impact that Apple technology has had on the development of innovation and creativity
regarding students is included and reflected upon.
Teachers may submit either a video (max 4 min) or eBook (max 20 pages), whichever best meets the
challenge to present their project.
Individual and group projects (maximum of 3 teachers) can be submitted in this category.

PRIZES
iPads for wining teachers
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iTeacher inclusion

YOUR CHALLENGE

JUDGING CRITERIA

Over the past few years, there have been many shifts in teaching and learning in the inclusive classroom.
These shifts have motivated teachers to be even more innovative and creative.  

We want to hear how you have used Apple technology to facilitate these shifts. What have your challenges,
solutions and successes been? Share your journey with us. 



The iTeacher inclusion category calls for teachers to demonstrate how they have consistently integrated
Apple technology within their inclusive teaching and learning. This is not a single curriculum-based project but
rather demonstrates an ongoing process and approach of innovation when teaching LSEN students.

JUDGING CRITERIA
Evidence that Apple technology has been utilised in an environment catering for disabilities for teaching and
learning.
Not an isolated project but an ongoing process and approach of integration in the classroom or therapy room.
Teachers may submit either a video (max 4 min) or eBook (max 20 pages), whichever best meets the
challenge to present their project.
Individual and group projects (maximum of 3 teachers) can be submitted in this category.


PRIZES
iPads for wining teachers

Terms and conditions
The decisions of the judges, on all matters relating to the judging, including, but not limited to, qualifications and categories, are
final and binding and no correspondence will be entered into. This competition is based solely on skill and will be judged
accordingly. No prizes will be awarded on the basis of lot or chance. The Excellence in Education Awards are not open to Core
Group, iStore Education employees, iStore competition sponsors and their immediate families. Any entry that infringes any law,
regulation or voluntary or regulatory codes of practice is not eligible. It is the responsibility of the entrant to withdraw such work.



Property of entries: All materials that accompany or form part of an entry will become the sole property of iStore Education.
Accordingly, iStore Education will not be obliged to return any items submitted and will further not be responsible for their loss,
damage or destruction. The entrant agrees hereto.



License: By submitting an entry the entrant hereby grants iStore Education and its agents an irrevocable, royalty free, nonexclusive license, throughout the world, to publish and use the entry and all material submitted therewith, in any publication,
advertisement, marketing or promotional material (including television or radio station news or other programmes related to
iStore Education), by any means iStore Education chooses, including without limitation, print, electronic media and broadcast.
The entrant also grants permission to iStore Education to show, copy or play the entry at such times as iStore Education deems
appropriate. iStore Education reserves the right to make available for educational and reference purposes, including electronic
publishing, any entries and all material submitted therewith. The entrant agrees hereto. If the entrant does not agree hereto, the
entrant must notify iStore Education immediately and withdraw its entry.



Warranties: By submitting an entry the entrant warrants that it is entitled to grant the license referred to above and that it has
obtained all necessary permissions, usage rights and waivers of moral rights from all third parties who contributed to or
commissioned the entry. The entrant also warrants that the credits and information in the entry are true and correct and that
publication and use of those credits and information will not infringe any moral or other rights of the entrant or any third party.
Further, the entrant warrants that the entry is the entrant’s original work, does not infringe on any copyright or other intellectual
property right of any person and may be used by iStore Education as contemplated above.



Indemnity and non-liability: The entrant hereby agrees to indemnify iStore Education and hold it harmless from any costs,
expenses or damages, including court costs and reasonable attorney’s fees, arising out of the breach or alleged breach of the
above representations and warranties.



Right to withdraw and change entries:

iStore Education reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to reject any entry, for good

reason, or move any entry to an alternative category.

Law and domicile: This competition is governed by the laws of South Africa. iStore Education chooses as its domicilium citandi
et executandi for all purposes under this agreement, whether in respect of court process, notice, or other documents or
communication of whatsoever nature, 1 Sandton Drive, Sandhurst, 2196.



Judging: This competition will be judged by an independent, external panel of judges.

The organiser maintains the right to choose the judges. Only shortlisted entries will be judged by the independent panel of
judges.



Variation: iStore Education may, at its sole discretion, change this agreement or any part thereof at any time without notice.



Closing date for competition: All entries must be submitted by 16 September 2022.



Prize notification and collection: Winners will be announced at an awards ceremony (date and details to be advised).

Prizes as specified by iStore Education may not be exchanged for cash and are not transferable.

